IonSense Inc Appoints New Exclusive Brazilian Distributor, Expanding its Global Sales Channel
for its Direct Analysis Mass Spectrometry Technology
The Expanding Distributor Network is in Response to Increased Demand for DART® technology in
applied markets including forensic and security applications.

Saugus, MA - September 21, 2021, IonSense Inc has announced its Open Air Ionization (AI)
sources, systems and integrated solutions for the $5B Global Mass Spectrometry market are now
available in South America. The company has appointed Sens Representações Comerciais, Ltda
as exclusive Brazilian distributor as well as covering Latin American countries such as Argentina,
Uruguai, Chile, Peru and Colombia.
The partnership with Sens Representações Comerciais, Ltda will satisfy the growing demand
from the Brazilian Mass Spectrometry industry for DART® (Direct Analysis in Real Time) for lab,
and the growing production and field applications.
“We are very excited to be partnering with the only Brazilian company that specializes in mass
spectrometry and has strong existing relationships within our markets” said Jeff Zonderman CEO
IonSense. “This partnership is opening many new doors and opportunities for DART and our
solutions for Mass Spectrometry”
Sens Representações Comerciais, Ltda was founded in 1985 and is a leader in the Brazilian
market for mass spectrometers and has a highly skilled and specialized team composed of
Engineers, Application Chemists and support personnel dedicated to providing technical
assistance and analytical solutions in all application areas.
Antonio Jardim, Commercial and Applications Director at Sens Representações Comerciais, Ltda
commented “We are excited with the technology and what it can bring to customers in the
region in regards to speed, productivity and ease of use. We look forward to them having DART
sources as a powerful Front-End generating valuable results”
DART analyses a broad variety of analytes in their native form, arming analytical chemists with
the means to rapidly identify samples, including many that don’t ionize well using other methods
such as LC-MS. As an open-air ionization source, DART requires no sample preparation. It
provides immediate answers, boosting efficiency of analysis. DART’s real-time operation and
versatility toward analytes give users the ability to rapidly identify unknown compounds, to
explore new applications, and to accelerate research.
To find out more about the DART system, please visit www.ionsense.com or contact the
company at info@ionsense.com.

If you would like to find out more about DART Technology
https://www.ionsense.com/DART_Technology/DART_Technology/en.
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About IonSense
IonSense Corporation is the leading provider of Open Air Ionization (AI) sources, systems and
integrated solutions for the $4B Mass Spectrometry (MS) marketplace. Headquartered in
Saugus, MA the company manufactures, sells and markets the DART® (Direct Analysis in Real
Time) ionization source, the first open air ionization product to be patented and sold
commercially. For further information, please visit www.ionsense.com
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About Sens Representações Comerciais Ltda
Founded in 1985, Sens Representações Comerciais Ltda is today a leader in the Brazilian market
for magnetic sector mass spectrometers and has a highly skilled and specialized team composed
of Engineers, Application Chemists and support personnel dedicated to providing technical
assistance and analytical solutions in all application areas.

